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Recent years have witnessed a surge in human sleep electroencephalography (EEG) studies, employing
increasingly sophisticated analysis strategies to relate electrophysiological activity to cognition and
disease. However, properly calculating and interpreting metrics used in contemporary sleep EEG requires
attention to numerous theoretical and practical signal-processing details that are not always obvious.
Moreover, the vast number of outcome measures that can be derived from a single dataset inﬂates the
risk of false positives and threatens replicability. We review several methodological issues related to 1)
spectral analysis, 2) montage choice, 3) extraction of phase and amplitude information, 4) surrogate
construction, and 5) minimizing false positives, illustrating both the impact of methodological choices on
downstream results, and the importance of checking processing steps through visualization and
simpliﬁed examples. By presenting these issues in non-mathematical form, with sleep-speciﬁc examples,
and with code implementation, this paper aims to instill a deeper appreciation of methodological considerations in novice and non-technical audiences, and thereby help improve the quality of future sleep
EEG studies.
© 2020 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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Introduction
Accumulating evidence of sleep's involvement in cognition and
neuropsychiatric disorders has propelled this unique brain state to
the forefront of the fundamental and clinical neurosciences [1e3].
While the sleeping brain can be measured using a plethora of
techniques, electroencephalography (EEG) remains the method of
choice for human sleep research. As advances in EEG hardware
(e.g., high-density ampliﬁers and caps) and analytic routines (e.g.,
time-frequency, functional connectivity, cross-frequency coupling
analyses) have become commonplace in the wider neuroscience
community, they have also begun permeating the sleep ﬁeld.
Indeed, by simultaneously capturing temporal, spectral, and spatial
aspects of electrophysiological activity, modern EEG techniques
(coupled with other neuroscience tools) hold great promise for
understanding the complex organization and function of both nonrapid eye movement (NREM) and rapid eye movement (REM) sleep.
For example, aspects of NREM activity (most notably, slow oscillations (SOs), sleep spindles, and their coupling), have been linked to
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aging and cognitive decline [4e6], schizophrenia [7e9], posttraumatic stress disorder [10,11], autism [12,13], as well as facets
of cognitive, memory, and emotional functioning in healthy individuals (for reviews see [2,3,14]).
While increased interest in sleep EEG is to be welcomed,
considerable theoretical and practical signal-processing expertise is
needed to properly analyze sleep EEG and to assess the validity of
published results. While the required level of expertise may be
considered basic in certain engineering, physics, and mathematical
communities, signal-processing training is less commonplace in
the ﬁelds most likely to conduct or evaluate sleep EEG studies (e.g.,
psychology, neuroscience, medicine), at times negatively affecting
the quality of published results. Although making errors is both
inevitable and necessary to improve analytic skills, insufﬁcient
awareness of methodological issues may prevent error detection
altogether. Combined with insufﬁcient statistical rigor, improper
application of analytic tools will yield erroneous and non-replicable
results. By reviewing several methodological issues with relevant
examples and code implementation, this paper is hoped to provide
non-technical audiences an accessible entry point to contemporary
sleep EEG analyses.
Our aim in this paper is twofold. First, we emphasize how small
analysis choices can have large effects on outcome measures, and
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Abbreviations
CA
(d)PAC
EEG
LM
MEG
NREM
PLV
PSD
REM
SL
SO
SWA
wPLI

common average
(debiased) phase-amplitude coupling
electroencephalography
linked mastoids
magnetoencephalography
non-rapid eye movement (sleep)
phase locking value
power spectral density
rapid eye movement (sleep)
surface Laplacian
slow oscillation
slow wave activity
weighted phase lag index

generation of clean data. However, choices regarding ﬁltering,
artifact correction, channel interpolation, and so on, already
constitute important decision points in the analysis chain.
Code and data
All code accompanying this paper was written in Matlab 2018a
(Mathworks, Natick), and require Matlab's Signal Processing, Statistics and Machine Learning, and Curve Fitting Toolboxes, as well
as EEGlab [16] functionality. Included data (58-channel NREM data
separated into stages N2 and N3, sampled at 400 Hz, bandpassﬁltered between 0.3 and 35 Hz) derives from three healthy participants undergoing whole-night polysomnography (EEG, electrooculography, and electromyography), sleep scored according to
guidelines of the American Academy of Sleep Medicine [17], as
reported previously [18,19]. Combined code and data (in EEGlab
format) may be downloaded as a zip ﬁle from http://doi.org/10.
5281/zenodo.3712074.
Spectral analysis

thereby interpretation of fundamental and clinical studies. While it
is trivial that analysis choices will have some downstream effects,
we have often been surprised by the degree of variability in outcomes. At the same time, repeating analyses in different ways while
examining a multitude of potentially interesting outcome variables
will increase the risk of false positives. Second, we stress the critical
importance of checking that processing steps produce the desired
output. Analysis scripts may run smoothly, generate reasonable
outcome values, and yield compelling graphical plots, while not at
all having performed the calculations the researcher envisioned,
potentially compromising study ﬁndings. Such issues can be difﬁcult to trace, but are greatly facilitated by visualizing intermediate
results and applying analyses to stripped down or simulated data.
To achieve these two aims, we discuss a set of data analysis procedures commonly encountered in sleep EEG studies, drawing
attention to often overlooked issues and pointing out ambiguities
in deﬁnitions. Accompanying Matlab scripts further illustrate these
issues and may serve as starting points for custom analyses tackling
fundamental and translational sleep EEG research questions.
In terms of scope, ﬁrst, this paper does not provide an exhaustive overview of all relevant methodological issues, nor do we assume to cover the most important ones. While the chosen problems
are certainly hoped to be of practical use, their main purpose is to
illustrate the aims listed above. Second, many of the covered
problems have been long and widely known in other signal processing and EEG communities, and indeed by sleep experts, and no
novel insights are claimed. Rather, we hope that presenting these
issues in non-mathematical form, from a dedicated sleep-EEG
angle, and with code implementation, will make them more
accessible, and their relevance more apparent, to non-technical
audiences. Third, while the included topics and examples derive
from our experience with human non-invasive scalp-level sleep
EEG, many of the issues are equally applicable to sourcereconstructed and invasive EEG recordings, magnetoencephalography (MEG), other species, and wakefulness. Fourth, since our
focus is on data analysis, we will ignore electrode impedance1 issues and the many preprocessing2 steps that typically precede the

1
Counter-intuitively, higher electrode impedance typically leads to larger rather
than smaller signal amplitude [15].
2
High-pass ﬁlter cutoffs often employed for waking EEG (0.5 or 1 Hz) tend to
ﬁlter out most SO activity, so lower cutoffs are needed for (NREM) sleep data (e.g.,
0.1 or 0.3 Hz).

Spectral analysis is one of the best-known methods for
describing signals with rhythmic components, and has a long history in sleep EEG [20]. It offers a broad and immediate overview of
signal properties, including spectral components present, their
variability, and overall signal quality, and it is often used to contrast
experimental or clinical groups. While highly informative, variability in analytic strategies hampers study comparisons. Indeed,
the term “power spectrum” itself is rather ambiguous, as it is often
used rather loosely to refer to either power or power spectral
density (PSD), two closely related but distinct concepts with
different units (PSD: mV2/Hz; power: mV2). While PSD is considered
the more natural representation, PSD and power spectra of discrete
signals, like EEG, are related by a simple scaling factor, and for most
practical purposes (comparing groups, correlating PSD/power to
cognitive measures) they may be used interchangeably. The conceptual basics of the Fourier theorem, and details of the interrelations between time- and frequency-domain signal
representations, and between power and PSD, can be found in
Supplementary Material A and Fig. A-1.
Raw and relative/normalized PSD
PSD/power estimates for sleep EEG are commonly obtained
using Welch's method (or Welch's periodogram; Supplementary
Material A, [21]). These estimates are always positive, with many
orders of magnitude difference between the slowest and fastest
frequencies (Fig. 1A-i). For EEG signals, the relation between frequency f and PSD/power approximates a 1/f a distribution (where
the exponent a indicates how quickly the spectrum drops), also
known as power-law scaling.3 The presence of rhythmic signal
components is then expressed as a positive deviation from this
background “1/f ” activity. Note that while every frequency (band)
always has non-zero power, this does not imply the presence of
oscillatory activity. Conversely, true oscillations (as assessed from
time-domain analyses) are not always reﬂected by a noticeable
peak in the PSD/power spectrum, especially if they are relatively
infrequent and/or of low amplitude (e.g., sporadic SOs during N2

3
Here, “power” refers to the mathematical operation of exponentiation (“raising
to a power”), not spectral power.
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Fig. 1. Power spectral density, power, and normalizations. (A) Different representations of power spectral density (PSD) and power (N3 spectra of channel Cz using Welch's
method). Raw PSD and power are related by a scaling factor (or an offset in logarithmic space). Note the virtual absence of power at the lowest frequencies due to high-pass (0.3 Hz)
ﬁltering. (B) 30 s excerpt of N3 sleep for four midline channels, showing largest-amplitude slow oscillations (SOs) on frontal channel (blue). (C) Raw PSD spectra for same example
channels (left) show differential SO power consistent with (B), as well as channel differences in slow and fast spindle power. Vertical lines indicate frequencies of PSD topographies
in right panels (log-transformed for visualization, scaled to data range), showing typical SO, slow spindle, and fast spindle topographies. (D) As C, but for relative power (raw PSD
divided by sum of raw 0e30 Hz PSD). (E) As C, but using temporal gradient of time-domain signal for PSD estimation. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure
legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

sleep).4 It is also possible that rhythmic activity, when not of sinusoidal shape, is reﬂected by multiple spectral peaks (harmonics).
Moreover, spectral power is affected by various kinds of artifacts
(e.g., muscle activity, ocular activity, sweat artifacts). Hence, while
spectral shape provides a rough indication of the presence or
absence of oscillatory rhythms, it is not conclusive on its own.
Because of 1/f scaling, raw PSD/power is usually either plotted
on a logarithmic y scale (Fig. 1A-ii), or log-transformed5 and plotted
on a linear scale (Fig. 1A-iii). While the shapes of panels ii and iii are
identical, log-transformed PSD/power involves negative values at
higher frequencies where untransformed PSD/power <1, which can
lead to unintuitive behavior (e.g., greater summed PSD/power for

4
Other techniques, such as time-frequency approaches via the short-time
Fourier transform or wavelets (see section “Instantaneous phase and amplitude”),
may be more appropriate for detecting transient oscillations.
5
While any logarithmic transform is appropriate, base-10 is most often used.

the narrower 0.5e20 Hz range than for the wider 0.5e30 Hz range,
due to differential inclusion of negative values). For this reason,
untransformed PSD values should ideally be used for further
analysis (with the possible exception of statistical testing, for which
log or other transformations may be required). When covering a
wider frequency range (e.g., intracranial EEG or MEG), it can be
helpful to space the x axis logarithmically as well (panels iv and v in
Fig. 1A; [22]).
Additional complexities arise when determining “power”
within a certain frequency band (e.g., 0.5e4 Hz slow wave activity,
or SWA). For continuous signals, power is deﬁned as the integral
over the relevant portion of the PSD function. For discretely
sampled signals, like EEG, this can be approximated by summing
the PSD values from the relevant frequency bins and multiplying by
the appropriate bin size (or equivalently, summing power across
bins). But because PSD and power are just scaled versions of each
other, directly summing PSD values is usually of little consequence.
Moreover, many researchers average, rather than sum, values

4
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across bins. While it again makes little practical difference whether
this is done for PSD or power, summing and averaging yield
different patterns when widths of frequency bands are not equal. In
addition, some studies sum or average log-transformed instead of
untransformed values. These details are not always documented,
leaving it unclear whether band-limited activity concerns PSD or
power, raw or log-transformed values, and averaged, summed, or
integrated values.
Raw PSD/power has a relatively straightforward connection to
signal amplitude, with channels expressing larger signal amplitudes typically showing larger power, as shown for raw PSD in Fig. 1
B, C. As such, raw spectra are useful when absolute differences in
signal amplitude are deemed meaningful (e.g., topographical analyses). On the other hand, distance to reference affects signal
amplitude [23], and individuals often exhibit sizable differences in
signal amplitude that are at least partly due to factors of no interest
(gyral folding, cap positioning, skull shape and thickness, etc.). For
this reason, spectra are often normalized with respect to total power, thereby indicating the relative contribution of each spectral
component to the signal. Here, many options exist for deﬁning both
the nominator (raw or log-transformed PSD) and denominator (raw
or log-transformed PSD, sum or average across frequency bins,
considering all bins or a limited range (e.g., 0e30 Hz)). In all cases,
however, the denominator is heavily inﬂuenced by low-frequency
activity (similar to band-limited power), such that normalizing by
total power tends to equalize SO activity between channels or individuals. Again, the literature often leaves unspeciﬁed exactly how
“relative power” has been deﬁned. In addition, band-limited power
(e.g., SWA) is sometimes derived from an already normalized
spectrum, adding even more options to those from the previous
paragraph.
Regardless of the exact deﬁnition of relative power, the consequences of power normalization can be signiﬁcant. Comparing PSD
spectral shapes of Fig. 1C, D (left), it becomes apparent that,
compared to raw PSD, the use of relative PSD shifts spectra upward
or downward. This not only reduces channel differences in the SO
band, but also affects which of these example channels shows
greatest fast spindle power (raw: Pz; relative: Oz). Considering PSD
topographies for several frequencies (Fig. 1C, D, right), relative PSD
removes the frontal dominance of 0.8 Hz SO activity, and shifts the
hotspot of 13.3 Hz fast spindle activity posteriorly. Strikingly, raw
and relative PSD yield entirely different topographies for 6 Hz theta
and 25 Hz beta frequencies, with either anterior or posterior scalp
regions showing greatest power. Code to reproduce Fig. 1 can be
found in powerDeﬁned.m and powerNormalization.m.
A similar story holds when comparing spectral proﬁles between
N2 and N3 using either raw or relative PSD (Supplementary
Material A and Fig. A-2). Hence, where, or in which sleep stage,
one considers power to be greatest depends on the chosen
normalization. Therefore, normalization should be tailored to the
analysis goal. In general, the baseline (denominator) for normalization should not vary with factors of interest. For example, if one
wishes to 1) account for individual differences in signal amplitude,
but also retain 2) within-subject topographical patterns and 3)
within-subject sleep stage differences, one might construct a
within-subject normalization factor by averaging total power
across channels and sleep stages, and normalize all channel-stage
spectra relative to this single baseline.
Due to the 1/f distribution, oscillatory components may sometimes manifest as “shoulders” rather than clear spectral peaks. A
simple way to enhance peaks is by taking the time-domain signal
gradient (as a rough approximation of the temporal derivative), and
estimating PSD from this signal [24]. Although this does not affect
relative ordering of channel spectra and topographies compared to
raw PSD (Fig. 1E), it may facilitate the isolation of spectral

components [18]. More sophisticated methods to counteract 1/f
activity involve ﬁtting this component and subtracting it from the
raw PSD [25,26]. However, as of yet no guidelines exist on how to
handle different ﬁts across channels, individuals, and sleep stages,
while it is all but guaranteed that these choices, too, will affect
results.
Finally, amplitude topographies derived from event detectors
(e.g., SOs or spindles) typically correspond more closely to raw than
relative PSD topographies. This means, for example, that spindle
amplitude topographies may be more reﬂective of broadband power differences than spindle-speciﬁc variability, as shown in
Supplementary Material B, Fig. B-1, and powerAndSpindles.m.

Montage choice
The issue of montage or reference choice has been contentious
for almost as long as EEG has been around. Although the basic
notion that reference affects signal properties is well understood, it
is not always appreciated how far-reaching the consequences may
be. Importantly, all montages are instantaneous transformations
that do not consider temporal dynamics (i.e., computations are
performed independently at each sample). Nonetheless, montage
choice has a sizable effect on signals' temporal properties. We
consider how three commonly used referencing schemes affect
various aspects of the sleep EEG.

Montage affects signal amplitude and polarity
Fig. 2 shows a 30 s excerpt of N3 signal for four midline channels, employing linked mastoids (LM; A), common average (CA; B),
and surface Laplacian (SL; C) montages. Brieﬂy, LM can be considered the “default” montage for sleep EEG, with the reference locations over relatively (but certainly not fully) inactive sites. With
CA, each electrode is referenced to the average of all electrodes,
under the assumption that all potentials should sum to zero. Finally,
the SL montage highlights local activity underlying each recording
site, while reducing the effects of a common reference and volume
conduction (i.e., near-instantaneous transmission of electric ﬁelds
from neural sources through the brain tissue). For additional
background, see Supplementary Material C.
As shown in Fig. 2A, the LM reference shows the typical frontal
expression of large-amplitude SOs, which becomes weaker towards
posterior channels. At the same time, signal shape and polarity
across channels are relatively similar, as when an SO is visible on all
channels (ﬁrst vertical line). In contrast, while the CA reference
produces frontal SOs that look similar to those with the LM reference, a polarity inversion occurs between Cz and Pz, resulting in
anti-phase relations between anterior and posterior SOs (second
and third vertical lines). Moreover, posterior SOs are of much
greater amplitude compared to the LM reference, approaching
amplitudes of the frontal signal, while Cz SOs are much smaller.
This behavior results from the CA computation: Because activity
across all electrodes by deﬁnition must sum to zero at each sample,
large negative amplitudes in frontal areas must be matched by
similarly large positive amplitudes elsewhere. In line with its focus
on local activity, the SL montage generates more variability between channels, but also generates some mild polarity reversals
relative to the LM montage. Code to reproduce Fig. 2 can be found in
referencePolarity.m. Of note, these montage-dependent variations in
relative signal amplitudes have repercussions for PSD topographies,
similar to those seen for power normalizations. This is shown in
detail
in
Supplementary
Material
C,
Fig.
C-1,
and
referencePSDTopography.m.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of electroencephalography traces with different montages. 30 s of N3 sleep for four midline channels. Vertical lines indicate troughs/peaks of slow oscillations. (A) Common linked mastoids reference. (B) Common average reference. (C) Surface Laplacian estimated from spherical splines.

Montage affects functional connectivity
Reference choice also has a large inﬂuence on functional connectivity (see [27] for an overview of metrics). We consider the
phase locking value (PLV, [28]) as a measure of phase synchrony.
Here, consistent relations of oscillatory phase between brain regions at the same frequency are thought to enable effective
communication between the underlying neuronal groups [29].
Topographies of Fig. 3A show PLV for the LM montage between a
seed channel and the rest of the scalp for SO (left), slow spindle
(middle), and fast spindle activity (right), with the seed channel

chosen in correspondence with PSD topographies of Fig. C-1A. At
each frequency, connectivity is largest with nearby channels and
decreases with distance to seed. Topographies of average phase
difference between the seed and the rest of the scalp indicate
virtually no phase differences (0 ), matching the between-channel
similarity of Fig. 2A. In stark contrast, the CA reference yields strong
connectivity from the seed to both nearby and distant channels
(Fig. 3B), with a pattern roughly following that of the PSD topographies of Fig. C-1B. Moreover, connectivity to distant regions
shows a prominent anti-phase relation at each frequency, consistent with the polarity reversals described earlier. Finally, SL maps

Fig. 3. Effect of montage on phase synchrony. Phase-locking values (left in each topography pair) and phase differences (right in each pair) between seed electrode (indicated in
blue) and the rest of the scalp for slow oscillation, slow spindle, and fast spindle frequencies. Phase-locking values calculated across 30 s segments for a total of 10 min of N3 sleep.
Self-connectivity (from the seed to itself) has been set to the minimum across the scalp for visualization purposes. (A) Common linked mastoids reference. (B) Common average
reference. (C) Surface Laplacian estimated from spherical splines. (For interpretation of the references to color in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this
article.)
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spatiotemporal scales [33]. Fig. 4 shows topographies of the SO
phase at which slow (left) and fast spindles (right) are maximally
expressed, calculated using the debiased phase-amplitude
coupling (dPAC) method [34]. The LM montage maps have very
uniform appearances (Fig. 4A), with slow spindles peaking in the
SO trough around 180 , and fast spindles in the SO peak around 0 .
(The closely spaced color transitions in the slow spindle map
occur due to phases transitioning between 180 and 180 .) This
result is again consistent with volume conduction ensuring that
SOs and spindles, while having maximal amplitudes and power at
different electrodes (Figs. 3A and C-1A), are picked up across the
scalp. In contrast, the CA montage yields roughly bimodal maps,
such that spindle activity in anterior and posterior regions is tied
to opposite SO phases, reﬂecting the polarity reversals intrinsic to
this reference choice (Fig. 4B). Finally, SL phase maps appear noisy
(Fig. 4C), although this may be expected given that the Laplacian
yields relatively focal hotspots of SO and/or spindle activity
(Fig. C-1C), making it difﬁcult to extract meaningful phase
coupling estimates from all channels. Indeed, the degree (rather
than phase) of SO-spindle coupling (or coupling strength) also
depends on montage. Generally, one should limit interpretation of
coupling phase to channels actually showing such coupling.
However, raw coupling strength values are often difﬁcult to
interpret, as we will discuss in the section Surrogate testing. Code
to
reproduce
Fig.
4
can
be
found
in
referencePhaseAmplitudeCoupling.m.

Instantaneous phase and amplitude

Fig. 4. Effect of montage on slow oscillation-spindle coupling phase. Slow oscillation (SO) phase at which slow spindle (left) and fast spindle (right) activity is
maximal, calculated using the debiased phase-amplitude coupling method across 30 s
segments for a total of 10 min of N3 sleep. Zero degrees reﬂects SO peak. (A) Common
linked mastoids reference. (B) Common average reference. (C) Surface Laplacian estimated from spherical splines.

suggest much less widespread connectivity, with noisier (and
arguably more realistic) phase difference maps.
Although here we considered the PLV metric as it provides an
intuitive link to the results from the previous paragraphs, this
metric should generally not be used for scalp-level data due to its
sensitivity to volume conduction. However, we have observed
similarly large montage effects for a variety of phase- and
amplitude-based metrics. For example, amplitude envelope correlations [30] for the CA reference show similar long-range connectivity between regions of opposite polarity SOs as PLV.
In sum, while LM-based functional connectivity is largely due to
volume conduction (unless this effect is suppressed by employing
specialized metrics), the CA montage tends to produce long-range
connectivity that is likely wholly due to its requirement that potentials sum to zero. SL-based connectivity looks different yet
again, arguably yielding a more plausible pattern. Although theoretical considerations and simulations [31,32] support this argument, caution remains warranted. Code to reproduce Fig. 3 can be
found in referencePhaseSynchrony.m.

Accurately extracting instantaneous phase and amplitude information is crucial to answer fundamental and clinical sleep
research questions related to functional connectivity and crossfrequency interactions. For instance, previous sleep studies found
diminished spindle coherence in schizophrenia [9], altered
alpha-band phase synchrony in posttraumatic stress disorder
[11], and less precise SO-spindle PAC associated with age-related
memory decline [4,5]. While the preceding section already
considered phase synchrony and PAC in the context of montage
choice, calculating such metrics involves many considerations
[35], some of which (more) particular to sleep EEG. Depending on
the employed metric, band-limited phase and/or amplitude information needs to be extracted, either for a speciﬁc frequency
band or a range of frequency bands. For many metrics, these
calculations can be performed equivalently in the time or frequency domain. Whereas frequency-domain calculations rely on
signals' full PSD and cross-spectral density, time-domain approaches require extraction of sample-wise (or instantaneous)
phase and amplitude information. Two popular ways of obtaining these instantaneous estimates are 1) band-pass ﬁltering the
EEG in the frequency band(s) of interest and applying the Hilbert
transform,6 and 2) convolving7 the EEG with a set of complexvalued wavelets of different frequencies. Both techniques provide complex-valued output, from which phase (as the angle)
and amplitude (as the magnitude) estimates can be obtained.
However, there are numerous ways in which the returned estimates may be inaccurate. In some cases, where phase/amplitude
estimates are an intermediate step in the calculation of a metric,
this will be of no consequence. For example, systematically

Montage affects cross-frequency coupling
Finally, reference choice affects cross-frequency phase-amplitude coupling (PAC), whereby the amplitude (or power) of a faster
oscillation depends on the phase of a slower oscillation. This is
thought to enable brain communication across multiple

6
The Hilbert transform adds a phase-shifted copy of the original signal as an
imaginary component, creating the complex-valued “analytic signal”.
7
Convolution with a complex wavelet involves sliding the wavelet across the
data and multiplying the two signals at every sample, thereby giving a timeresolved indication of how well the data matches the wavelet's frequency.
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Fig. 5. Extracting phase and amplitude. (A) Sine wave and extracting phase estimates using different approaches. (B) Artiﬁcial slow oscillation-spindle coupling and extracting
amplitudes with the ﬁlter-Hilbert approach. (C) Artiﬁcial slow oscillation-spindle coupling and extracting amplitudes with wavelets.

shifted phase estimates do not impact the calculation of
between-channel phase differences, and thereby various metrics
of phase synchrony. In other cases, accurate phase/amplitude
estimates are critically important, as when assessing the phase of
SO-spindle coupling, or when amplitude estimates are fed to
downstream detection algorithms. We now discuss several issues
related to phase/amplitude estimation.

respectively. However, ﬁltering necessarily introduces both spectral
and temporal imprecisions,8 as evident from a) apparent spindle
activity outside the windows actually containing such activity (orange), and b) a somewhat reduced spindle envelope relative to its
speciﬁed amplitude of 1. Code to reproduce Fig. 5B can be found in
extractHilbertAmplitude.m.
Extracting wavelet amplitude and phase

Extracting phase
Phase indicates the relative position in a wave's cycle,
expressed as an angle in radians or degrees. Although the
assignment of phase angle to position is ultimately arbitrary, it is
commonly deﬁned with respect to a cosine or sine reference
wave. When extracting phase from the complex-valued results of
the (correctly applied) ﬁlter-Hilbert or wavelet convolution
techniques, it is implicitly deﬁned with respect to a cosine, such
that peaks correspond to 0 radians (or 0 ) and positive zerocrossings to 0.5p/1.5p radians (or 90/270 ) (Fig. 5A, i and ii).
(This was also the convention used in Fig. 4). If sine-relative
phase angles are desired, 0.5p radians have to be added manually (Fig. 5A, iii). However, it is not always evident from the
literature which convention was adopted. A further issue arises
in Matlab when the transpose operator (') is applied to complex
values: As this operator formally performs a complex conjugate
transpose, imaginary values are sign ﬂipped and phases progress
in the reverse direction, leading to faulty phase estimates
(Fig. 5A, iv). Instead, the nonconjugate transpose (.') should be
used. Finally, it is important that statistical properties (e.g., mean,
standard deviation, correlation) of angular variables are calculated using dedicated circular tools (e.g., [36]). Code to reproduce
Fig. 5A can be found in extractPhase.m.
Extracting Hilbert amplitude
Fig. 5B shows simulated SO-spindle phase-amplitude coupling,
with spindle amplitudes maximal in the SO peak (red traces). Once
data have been ﬁltered in the SO (Fig. 5B, i) and spindle (Fig. 5B, ii)
ranges, and the Hilbert transform has been applied, the ﬁltered
signal and its amplitude envelope can be obtained as the real part
(black) and magnitude (green) of the Hilbert-transformed data,

Although extracting amplitude/envelope information from
wavelets is conceptually similar to the Hilbert approach, the
wavelets require rescaling in the frequency domain to obtain values
in line with the original data (Fig. 5C, i and ii). Moreover, when
wavelet convolution is performed in the frequency domain, phase
estimates will be incorrect (phase-shifted) if the time-domain
wavelet is centered on its maximum as it typically is (Fig. 5C, iii).
The precise offset depends on wavelet properties, including frequency and wavelet length. Instead, the wavelet should be
“wrapped around” such that its two time-domain halves are
essentially swapped (Fig. 5C, i, inset) [22]. Code explaining these
issues in detail can be found in extractWaveletPhaseAmplitude.m. As
mentioned earlier, whether these concerns affect analyses depends
on how exactly phase/amplitude estimates will be used in downstream analyses.
Creating wavelets
The discussion so far has ignored the important question of how
to create wavelets with appropriate properties for sleep EEG.
Although many types of wavelets exist, here we only consider
(complex) Morlet wavelets, which are (complex) sine waves
tapered by a Gaussian window. Besides their frequency, they are
deﬁned by many parameters (length, number, frequency spacing,
temporal resolution, frequency resolution, time-frequency tradeoff) that require careful consideration in general, and different
considerations for sleep EEG. In particular, wavelet frequencies
should be chosen to match the oscillatory components of interest,
which may require both very slow wavelets to capture SOs, and

8

Designing adequate ﬁlters is important, but beyond the scope of this article.
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Fig. 6. Effect of surrogate choice on slow oscillation-slow spindle coupling for different channels. All panels based on data from 30 s of N3, wavelet-derived 0.8 Hz phase
information, 10.1 Hz power information, and 1000 surrogates. Vertical lines indicate observed coupling strength value before (left) and after (right) z-scoring. Magenta indicates
surrogate distributions. Left panels show coupling for frontal channel AFz using time-shufﬂed phases (A), time-shufﬂed phases after doubling data length (C), and time-shifted
phases (E). Right panels (BDF) show the same, but for posterior channel Oz.

properly spaced wavelets with relatively high spectral precision to
discern slow and fast spindles. Moreover, relatively long (e.g., 20 s)
wavelets ensure that a Gaussian shape is maintained in the frequency domain at even the slowest frequencies. Hence, defaults
used in various toolboxes are often not optimized for sleep EEG.
Code to ﬂexibly construct and visualize Morlet wavelets can be
found in createWavelets.m. We also include code for wavelet creation with properties that we deem reasonable for sleep scalp EEG
(createWavelets_sleepScalpEEG.m).

Surrogate testing
After calculating metrics of functional connectivity or crossfrequency coupling, raw values are often compared between
channels, frequencies, groups, etc. However, raw values are not
always straightforward to interpret because it is not known what
the expected values are in the absence of connectivity/coupling.
While for many metrics theoretical values of zero indicate no
connectivity/coupling, values of exactly zero are hardly ever
observed and it is unclear how far values should deviate from zero
(0.1, 0.01, 0.001…?) to signal meaningful connectivity/coupling.
Moreover, expected values in the absence of a true effect often
depend on factors like power, frequency, channel, and individual,
which should be taken into account if fair comparisons are to be
made. Finally, it is often helpful to establish that obtained values
differ from noise in the ﬁrst place, before any comparisons are
made. These issues can often be resolved through surrogate
testing techniques, which are particularly suited for fundamental
and translational sleep EEG studies with their often large amounts
of data.

Surrogate construction
The usual approach for testing the presence of connectivity/
coupling is to construct a large set of surrogates: altered versions of
original data that keep certain properties intact. The metric of interest is recalculated for every surrogate, and the observed value
from the actual data is compared to the distribution of surrogate
values. When the observed value is sufﬁciently unlikely given the
surrogate distribution (also called null distribution as it reﬂects the
null hypothesis of no effect), connectivity/coupling may be inferred.
However, many considerations factor into surrogate testing, some
with large effects.
There are different ways to contrast the observed value to the
surrogate distribution. First, one may simply evaluate the proportion of surrogate values greater or equal than the observed
value, providing a non-parametric one-sided9 p-value. In the
example of Fig. 6A, observed PAC at frontal channel AFz between
SO phase and slow spindle amplitude (0.80) is greater than each of
1000 surrogate values (P < 0.001). Second, provided the surrogate
values are approximately normally distributed, the distribution's
mean and standard deviation (0.06 ± 0.03) can be used to z-score
the observed value (Fig. 6A, right), here yielding 23.0. As each zscore has an associated p-value, this approach offers another
(parametric) way to determine signiﬁcance (here, P<<10e16; note
the large difference with the non-parametric approach, which is
limited by the number of surrogates). Moreover, as z-scoring indicates how far, in terms of standard deviations, a value is from its

9
For metrics that go in both directions, like amplitude envelope correlations,
slightly more involved two-sided testing is needed.
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left unchanged, repeated phase shufﬂing results in much higher zscores than before (33.6 vs. 23.0; 3.6 vs. 1.9). Hence, arbitrarily large
z-scores may be obtained by including more data. Second, and
more fundamentally, shufﬂing phases (or amplitudes) destroys
many properties of the original signal besides those relevant for the
tested metric. In essence, the time-shufﬂing approach merely assesses whether a signal is oscillatory in nature, and it should usually
be avoided [37,38].
A more appropriate time-shifting approach, where on each
iteration the SO phase time series is shifted by a random amount
with respect to the spindle amplitude time series, yields much
wider surrogate distributions, and correspondingly, much smaller
z-scores (Fig. 6E, F). Critically, while frontal SO-spindle coupling
remains present with this approach (z-score: 2.0), posterior
coupling is completely abolished (z-score:
1.4).11 Moreover,
doubling data length does not lead to noticeable changes (not
shown). Still, it is often computationally convenient to calculate
raw and surrogate-normalized metrics on shorter segments of ﬁxed
length (e.g., 30 or 60 s), which can be averaged and additionally
used to estimate variability. Of course, numerous other surrogate
approaches may be devised, each with particular strengths and
weaknesses in relation to analysis goals.

Surrogates affect coupling dynamics

Fig. 7. Effect of surrogate-based normalization on coupling dynamics. (A) Coupling
strength (debiased phase-amplitude coupling (dPAC) metric) between slow oscillations and slow (left) and fast spindles (right), and for raw (top) and surrogate-based zscored values (bottom). (B) Phase synchrony (weighted phase lag index (wPLI)) between AFz and Oz, for raw and surrogate-based z-scored values. Metrics calculated per
30 s segment, using 200 time-shifted surrogates, for a total of 10 min of N3 sleep. Error
band in (B): standard error of the mean across segments.

mean, it offers normalized scores that are more easily compared
when surrogate distributions vary in these respects. This is
evident when considering posterior channel Oz (Fig. 6B). While
raw PAC is reduced considerably (0.05) compared to AFz, the raw
surrogate distribution is also shifted, still yielding a modest positive z-score of 1.9.
Importantly, surrogate choice has a very large effect on results.
Fig. 6A, B makes use of an often applied, but non-recommended,
time-shufﬂing approach, where on each iteration the observed SO
phase estimates are fully shufﬂed (while leaving spindle amplitude
intact), before PAC is recalculated10. (Alternatively, one could
shufﬂe amplitudes while leaving phases intact, and similar shufﬂing approaches can be devised for other metrics as applicable.)
Although the positive z-scores of Fig. 6A, B seem highly indicative of
coupled SO-spindle activity, this is misleading for several reasons.
First, the time-shufﬂing approach is very sensitive to data length.
This is shown in Fig. 6C, D, where the 30 s of data underlying Fig. 6A,
B was concatenated to itself, doubling the amount of data while
leaving intrinsic coupling intact. Although observed PAC values are
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We have previously used this approach inappropriately ourselves [19].

Fig. 7A shows topographies of SO-spindle phase-amplitude
coupling strength (dPAC metric), for slow and fast spindles, and for
raw and time-shifted surrogate-normalized metrics. Whereas raw
and normalized coupling strengths show similar frontal topographies for slow spindles, fast spindles appear most strongly modulated by the SO phase over either parieto-occipital (raw) or frontal
(normalized) regions. Which is considered the more appropriate
depiction depends on how one conceptualizes coupling strength.
The raw dPAC metric is a complex function of 1) the distribution of
spindle envelope values (reﬂecting both the presence and amplitude of spindles), 2) the distribution and accuracy of SO phase estimates (partly depending on the presence and amplitude of SOs),
and 3) the association between the two. As such, a channel difference in raw coupling strengths could partially reﬂect differences in
SO/spindle density/amplitude. In contrast, surrogate-normalized
dPAC indicates the degree of coupling given the distributions of
spindle envelopes and SO phases present. While both are valid
representations of phase-amplitude coupling, they may lead to
substantially different ideas of where strongest coupling appears.
Fig. 7B shows long-range AFz-Oz phase synchrony across frequencies when considering raw or normalized weighted phase lag
index values (wPLI; a measure that suppresses the effects of volume
conduction; [39]). Raw wPLI (blue) shows highest connectivity
values (~0.55) in the SO band, and another peak (~0.4) in the
spindle range, which might lead to the conclusion that SOs are
more synchronized than spindles.12 In contrast, time-shifted surrogate-normalized wPLIZ (red) indicate strongest connectivity in
the spindle range (~1.75) with a much smaller effect for SOs (~0.75).
Moreover, whereas raw connectivity for other frequencies (values
between ~0.1 and ~0.2), might suggest meaningful oscillatory interactions, normalized scores hover mostly around zero, indicating
no greater synchrony than expected by chance. We stress that there

11
In fact, the negative z-scores suggest a form of “decoupling”, such that parts of
the signal where the spindle envelope ﬂuctuates at the SO frequency are temporally
separated from parts where SOs are present. Time-shifting will tend to align these
signal components, yielding higher coupling for surrogates.
12
In general, raw connectivity values tend to decrease with frequency [40],
somewhat reminiscent of 1/f PSD scaling.
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are numerous situations where comparing raw metrics is appropriate (e.g., contrasting connectivity between within-subject conditions with similar spectral power). However, careful thought and
consideration is required to ensure that the employed metric
matches the particular research goal.

Minimizing false positives
While many statistical considerations are worth discussing [41],
false positives pose a particular threat to the validity of sleep
studies. The issue begins with the vast number of potentially
interesting outcome variables that may be extracted from sleep
EEG. For example, our spindle detector routinely provides channelby-channel information on eight primary spindle properties,
further separated by (or pooled across) sleep stage and spindle type
(slow, fast), yielding a total of 4320 unique spindle variables for 60channel data. This number may be arbitrarily increased by
considering these properties by, for example, sleep cycle, descent to
vs. ascent from N3, or circadian time [42]. Similar multiplicative
paths exist for SO characteristics, PSD, time-frequency power,
cross-frequency coupling, functional connectivity, and so on. This is
exacerbated further by the ﬂexibility in upstream analysis choices,
as discussed in the preceding sections on e.g., power normalization
and wavelet creation. Similarly, event detection parameters are
highly ﬂexible (e.g., varying lower and upper frequency, amplitude,
and duration thresholds for spindle detection), altogether making
the number of unique outcome measures truly staggering.
Here, the multiple comparisons problem comes into full effect.
Considering traditional null hypothesis signiﬁcance testing,13 the
null hypothesis in most sleep EEG studies states that there is no
group difference in EEG measures, or no association between
electrophysiology and cognitive measures. An often-neglected
point is that, under this null hypothesis, p-values exhibit a uniform distribution, such that values between 0 and 0.05 are as likely
as values between e.g., 0.95 and 1 [43]. Hence, considering twenty
independent statistical tests or random data sets is (on average)
sufﬁcient to obtain a signiﬁcant p-value at a conventional alpha
level of 0.05.14 Of course, outcome variables in sleep EEG are often
highly correlated between nearby channels and frequencies, between different normalizations, or between different metrics (e.g.,
different indicators of SO activity [44]). However, this reduction in
the number of independent outcome measures is easily offset by
the number of measures that are routinely available for testing.
Stated differently, continued statistical testing makes it exceedingly
improbable to not yield a p-value below 0.05, and the researcher
who does not observe any “signiﬁcant” effects is highly unlucky.15
Unfortunately, many sleep EEG studies ignore this problem in
one of several ways. First, there are instances where a number of
equivalently treated outcome measures are compared between
groups without any form of multiple comparison correction, and
the measures attaining traditional statistical signiﬁcance are
interpreted as reﬂecting a population effect. Second, it is not uncommon to see signiﬁcant effects reported exclusively for highly

13

Analogous concerns exist when considering multivariate approaches.
While using arbitrary cutoffs (0.05 or otherwise) to make binary decisions as to
whether effects exist is not ideal, the reality of running dozens to millions (e.g.,
time-frequency-channel data) of tests in a given study often makes this simpliﬁcation unavoidable.
15
It is sometimes argued that uncorrected signiﬁcance could still be reﬂective of a
population effect, suggesting no need for multiple comparison correction. While
this is strictly speaking true, the point is that such signiﬁcance becomes meaningless when the same number of below-threshold p-values are expected when
analyzing (similarly correlated) random data (again acknowledging that metrics
from real data are not independent).
14

speciﬁc outcome metrics. As a ﬁctitious example, consider a correlation between N2 slow spindle duration at channel P6 in the
third sleep cycle, and overnight reaction time differences to one of
four stimulus categories for one of three behavioral paradigms.
While in some instances a highly speciﬁc hypothesis may indeed
have been held prior to data analysis, such results are often suggestive of selective reporting, whereby many more analyses were
performed than described. As a side note, whenever experimental
speciﬁcity is claimed (e.g., an effect in N2 but not N3, or for slow but
not fast spindles), this should be supported by a direct contrast
between these effects rather than only observing signiﬁcance in
one condition but not the other [45]. Third, and perhaps most
insidious, is the aforementioned possibility to repeat analyses using
a multitude of different parameter settings until signiﬁcance is
reached, while reporting results as if only the ﬁnal analysis pipeline
has ever been used. For example, numerous PSD normalization
options may be tried until PSD topographies look “correct” (e.g., in
relation to a pre-sleep task hypothesized to engage speciﬁc regions), or spindle detection thresholds may be adjusted to maximize group differences.16 On the other hand, there are good reasons
for assessing the effects of analysis parameters, as will be discussed
in the next paragraph.
While one should guard against ignoring results from otherwise sensible analysis tracks simply because they do not yield
desired results, strategically varying analysis parameters allows
checking the robustness of the analysis pipeline, and ensures that
effects are not simply due to a highly speciﬁc set of parameter
values. Similarly, checking that a non-sensible parameter choice
removes a previously present effect may instill conﬁdence in the
correctness of the analysis procedure. Moreover, an important
message from the preceding sections is that developing any
analysis pipeline requires a considerable back-and-forth to ensure
that outcome measures actually capture the phenomenon of interest. A potential strategy to balance these opposing forces is to
postpone group-level analyses until all aspects of the analysis
pipeline have been deemed satisfactory in one or two pilot subjects. That said, sometimes problems only become apparent when
considering the full data set. Weighing these issues against each
other is difﬁcult, and it is up to individual researchers to strike a
reasonable compromise.
More generally, it is difﬁcult to offer clear guidelines on how to
manage false positives. The best way is to limit the number of analyses by having clear hypotheses. But even then, hypotheses are
often rather loose and conceptual in nature (e.g., coordinated SOspindle “activity” predicts memory performance), still offering a
large search space of related analysis procedures and metrics, with
some combination invariably resulting in signiﬁcance by chance. As
per our previous suggestion, this problem may be avoided by
having the complete analysis pipeline ready prior to analysis (and
ideally even pre-registering it). In practice, however, the large investment of time and resources needed to acquire sleep EEG data
offers an understandable incentive to continue analyses until there
are “results”. We see no problem with reusing datasets to tackle
different research questions, or to perform exploratory analyses
with limited or even no statistical control. Rather, it is reporting
exploratory results as if they were conﬁrmatory, and thereby misrepresenting the degree of evidence for an effect, that should be
avoided.
It is outside this article's scope to cover the strengths and
weaknesses of different approaches for multiple comparisons
correction, of which there are many (e.g., Bonferroni, False

16
Of course, one can envision situations where such approaches are appropriate
because they are independent of the statistical tests to be performed.
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Discovery Rate [46], cluster-based approaches [47]). However, it is
important to consider that the control of false positives typically
also increases false negatives (i.e., non-detection of true effects).
Most fundamentally, different statistical philosophies exist as to
what exactly constitutes the family of tests that should undergo
statistical correction [48]. Moreover, none of these recommendations are tailored to the practical realities of sleep EEG data, with it
sometimes millions of tests that can be hierarchically organized by
metric, channel, time, frequency, condition, and so on. Importantly,
while deciding which tests should be combined for correction is a
subjective choice, it should be made prior to statistical testing to
avoid choosing whatever grouping maximizes post-correction
signiﬁcance. Again, it is up to individual researchers to balance all
these interacting factors, to determine the strength of evidence for
results, and to accurately convey their conﬁdence in these ﬁndings
to the broader community.
Discussion
We have reviewed various methodological concerns in the
analysis of human sleep EEG, particularly in relation to spectral
analyses, montage choice, extraction of phase/amplitude information, surrogate construction, and false positives. While it is hoped
that the issues raised will be of practical use, they are intended to
illustrate some broader points, which extend to analytic approaches not covered here.
First, as illustrated by the sections on PSD normalizations,
montage choice, and surrogate-normalized vs. raw values, factors
that are often deemed conceptually uninteresting can have a
massive impact on results and conclusions. Because of this, it is
critical to report methodology in sufﬁcient detail for others repeat
the analyses. In addition, while it is clearly unrealistic to examine
the full effect of each potentially relevant factor and their interactions on all outcome measures, it is worth considering to what
extent central study ﬁndings depend on the chosen analysis
approach and metrics. In our view, observing similar frontoparietal spindle phase synchrony with two metrics and two reference schemes provides fundamentally different support for this
phenomenon compared to a situation where it is evident for only
one of these four scenarios.
Second, as indicated by the discussions on phase/amplitude
extraction and surrogate choice, small calculation details can
cause resulting metrics to provide poor or meaningless estimates
of the phenomenon of interest (e.g., oscillatory phase through
non-wrapped wavelets, or indications of coupling through timeshufﬂed surrogates). Even with theoretical knowledge of these
matters, such issues are difﬁcult to diagnose based on code review or inspection of raw values alone. While such practices are
certainly important, we believe visualizing output of intermediate processing steps is critical to ensure code operates as intended. Often, this can be done by applying code to simple
examples, either a small segment of single-channel real data
(e.g., Fig. 6), or simulated data that offers a ground truth (e.g.,
Fig. 5). Similarly, developing automated detection algorithms
without visualization makes it impossible to assess whether and
how well detected events correspond to the EEG elements of
interest (e.g., spindles, SOs).
Finally, we relate our statistical considerations to some reﬂections on the sleep and cognition ﬁeld more broadly, where
emerging work suggests poor replicability (for some noteworthy
null results, see [49e58]). While non-replication can stem from a

host of factors related to both the original and replication studies, it
is our impression that many published studies are of insufﬁcient
methodological quality and will turn out to be false positives.17 We
suggest that part of the reason for poor practices is that for many
study designs, any group difference or any correlation, in any direction, and for any metric, frequency band, channel and so forth, is
considered interesting. Indeed, the highly variable literature facilitates embedding almost any ﬁnding in a well-referenced and
compelling narrative, offering an incentive to interpret and publish
positive results that would not withstand proper statistical control.
While negative ﬁndings are gradually beginning to take their
rightful place in the broader clinical, psychology, and neuroscience
literatures, the sleep ﬁeld appears relatively slow to adapt and less
willing to embrace null results. However, a deeper understanding
of the sleeping brain requires both uncovering exciting potential
new paths, and determining and acknowledging when these paths
are likely to be dead ends.
To conclude, we have highlighted several methodological issues
in the analysis of sleep EEG that can alter or even invalidate study
conclusions. Relating sleep EEG to cognition and disease is important, but it is also difﬁcult. While progress has certainly been made,
methodological quality can and should be improved if a genuine
understanding of what sleep does, and does not do, is desired. We
hope that the current paper makes a small contribution towards
that goal.

Practice points
 Consider that signal processing choices may have large
effects on results, affecting interpretation of fundamental
and clinical sleep EEG studies.
 Evaluate effects of analysis choices to determine robustness of results.
 Inspect and visualize intermediate results, not only when
outcomes suggest errors, but also when such indications
are absent.
 Consider how many related analyses have been run, how
false positives can be mitigated, and where results fall on
the exploration-confirmation spectrum.

Research agenda
 Formulate precise hypotheses when possible, including
the sleep EEG metrics used as (clinical) outcome measures, and their exact calculation.
 Complete analysis pipeline, optionally with preregistration, before application to the full dataset.
 Conduct large-sample, replication, and meta-analytic
studies to determine evidence for previously reported
effects.

Conﬂicts of interest
17

Of course, false positives are expected even with the most rigorous
methodology.
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